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The True loVes (wall aT The enTranCe)

The meadow appeared yellow the horses
nearly white and even though
it was dusk, the distance
was cobalt blue.
The water
ultramarine. In short, her death
had emptied into the landscape.
And shaken we didn’t say:
These are the true loves.
It was useless.
Like a book in another language
that only serves to brace
the leg of a table.
And we sat in her, silent,
in our awkward balance
in our definitive desolation
as we looked at one another. Occasionally.
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ThanKsgiVing day

Avenging yourself would be like boiling
blood stains
out of a white shirt. Useless?
I saw it boiling, inside of
a bubbly lake, the great fabric
with infinitesimal buttons
around the body
of an enraged
 saint.
That didn’t happen anymore in the movie,
instead that Gulliver who
burning in fury, was the god,
visiting one Monday in my dreams.
The movie was Lithuanian,
the actresses still unknown
like my great-grandmothers
but one of them wanted
   to appease
the anger of the other, something near impossible…

to the point
at which the repentant
  began to recite,
You shouldn’t avenge yourself
in order to boil the blood stains…
But an instant before
she talked about her comrades
torn from their houses like
  autumn leaves
and just when she was going
to arrive where she promised them
to be leaves of perennial trees
the enraged one recited too
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(then the viewer learns
this is a popular poem in Lithuania)
and the invisible wave burst
onto them. A sudden
  blackout
and now (with which) it’s known
that the woman is made of dough
(flour and water, yeast
  salt)
and the stone man
tied with cartilage,
the fired oven with the
nearly orange or nearly blood
stones or words
before the world, like
the betrayal of the light, emptied into stars
of a port without people
like rivers tied to my throat
whose channel is the passage
that revenge yields to
the arms that rise,
towards the building of a body
in ferocious fits
towards the first ship in sight
breaking the despair and the horizon…
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failure (re-wriTe)

A great black trail, a cauldron,
but under moments of illusion
   a yellow
   pool, just so under stained glass
and the sun.
Traveling and traveling and traveling
remembering the angular moment
that someone squeezes your hand
and gives you encouragement.
The extra strength doesn’t last longer than three
    days.
The comets I’ve seen
are so few;
and I can’t even get out of my mind
the cloud that brought a
   rainbow
nor the penis of a giraffe
that we saw in a zoo.
Don’t tell me anymore that you love me 
for helping me find the great
   pastures
and the Mississippi River on a moldy
map. I know that in blue
hours you re-write interminably
how it is that the countries
set off for
failure and also the sun on the mountains
and the tenderness of the true loves.
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liVe shows

When entering your house.
When entering my house.
When entering the house of a stranger.
Something of danger, of anxiety,
inexplicable,
and a vase with roses, begonias,
astromelias and birds of paradise.
Fear is collective and personal
the streets full of theaters
the people waiting for
that unique dialogue:
“You didn’t tell me she
  had died.”
“You didn’t ask me”
I despaired of the memory
  of a bee
that mid-sentence
buried its stinger in my throat
a pain that lemon and garlic
  calm
unlike that show
where one by one
and hundreds by hundreds
the bees abandon the world.
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iMages againsT iMages

My country in pink: as if the blood
mixed with milk. If you enter
the corner shop, among the grains,
the television on:
the orange face talking
of a great wall
occupies in this oval all of the Gulf of Mexico.
What fear, what panic, what irremediable
fright to be beneath the empire.
I say it this way frankly, although as I say it
I see a cornfield in a photograph
where Mr. Sperling is to the side
of Don José. It was Veracruz. It’s still Veracruz,
towards where the Gulf
opens its blue heart, its true love.

I’m going to bring closer to you the face
of my country to the shore

of the face of yours. In my
country the natives are called Indians

because when the conquistadors caught sight
of the coast they thought they had

arrived at yours. India and our Indians.
The Indigenous the Indian Ocean. The blue

indigo which is a beach where two faces
come together and the foam is the scar

of a beautiful error. Beneath our
waters nothing until the bottom the invisible

giant, with uncertain dignity,
without knowing well what is or isn’t.
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forMs of innoCenCe

Blood and milk, roses are drawn to the top of the trees,
elms, cedars, ash trees (palm to palm) the giant
presence of the trees measures the distance with the season/
blue on a corner / blue
like a naïve idea conceived by a virgin doll.

Let the saints be the ones who talk to us when we go
inside a plane, populating a territory.
The heart—the top of the trees. The hand that carries
the soul and one pointing towards a brief adornment in a destroyed

temple. The sacred heart,

the top of the trees,

the altitude populated by planes

and in one of them me,
my daughter,
and that nocturnal voice
that told her: with God I lay down
with God I rise, with the
grace and the power of the Holy
Spirit.
Amen for the falling trees of the earth
and for the sky where we have disappeared.
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The foresT MoVes

An enormous violet flower and towards the purple blue
at the center of each minute flower
which together make up such a thing similar
      to a forest
symbol of the passion
and also the passion itself.

It wasn’t a forest,
but you would have sworn yes.

Thus we understood how unsound
was the world. A horse

skeleton and later
a horse in stampede.

This really happened, in green,
as if the nebula
against that turquoise sky
was a fantasy and not
a snapshot of our pain
for the news.
Inside my home
I cried
seas still un-navigated 
and I was the empty face
of the God of mercy. 
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dress of surViVors:

Reality put on a white lime
dress, or nearly glass
but broken,
before envying the sun,
  it all took its time…
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The infiniTe MysTery of priVaTe life

No one is
being pulled out of his chair
No one is forced to look in the mirror.
In the lines to enter the theater
uneven, intimate thoughts occur.
How does a face move closer to the shore
of another? Incidentals, the birds or they help
or they’re extinguished. The black rhinoceros no longer exists
and a turtle whose name
  I don’t remember. 
I was eleven years old, up the street
down the street, the speed of the skates
competed with a cloud-white owl
above the tremendous eucalyptus trees.
This I say was a simple fact,
but the only spell of a suburb.
She and I. She who was flying
I who was skating. the night, the night,
    the night.
The eucalyptus trees measuring themselves with the future 
and the row of identical houses. 
More a monetary suburb because
of the presence of the giants.
Its smell, its absence of definitive
roots to a point that
  they were almost feet
hollow like caves
the eucalyptus trees
were the first mind that
I knew inside.
My private life began there—
later, much later,
I met you. Now you’re as unknown to me
as the most uncomfortable 
or extravagant notion

of the infinite.
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disTanCe Theory
for Zurita

A body in its passerine excellence looked at me. I didn’t notice right away. It takes time to 
know what in reality has been passing. And so we’ve written letters, long ones and fun ones, 
others that confess unmentionable things. And for all we’ve said in them I don’t know your 
house, you don’t know mine, and you’re several countries away. At least we fit within the 
illusion that we’re “Latin Americans,” that “we come from immigrants who had wanted to 
return home.” Anyway, you’re so far away the only time we went to your country we flew 
over the snowcapped Andes. I had read what you’d said about that mountain range, but it’s 
true that to see it and be seen by it was something else. So it’s exactly where you understand 
the price you pay for distance. On a map you’re a horse and I’m a mare, the two of us are 
the same color, nearly the same size and by a whim of mine we are apparently the size of 
the country where we we’re born. We’re separated meridians that I’ve painted in blue and 
white in memory of the sky and the clouds (that you transformed on the page) and if you 
add up our drawn bodies, if we stretch them out on the map, we would close the distance 
between our countries (on the map). A verbal measure that exists between wanting and 
talking and living to want to talk, of seas and nothing, of pasts and of everything. So we’ll 
speak tomorrow with uncertainty but with a full mouth. Dying daily, drawing and writing 
nonsense. For the other side of the map measures the still bird, the one I said looked at 
me. So this theory goes, my infinite friend. It serves as no more than a letter, but it isn’t a 
letter, it doesn’t negate the distance. It’s nonsense, but it’s the only home where you and I 
find each other.


